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Faraday: "I use my art to talk about mental health"

In Ghana, a country where mental health issues are treated as a taboo subject, Dorcas Fumey Kafui stands out. The footballer, known as Faraday, not only speaks openly about her own struggles with mental health issues but also uses her drama education to teach others about the issue.
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Who We Are



	


What We Do

Discover our focus areas






	


Our Values

What FIFPRO stands for






	


Our Organisation

How FIFPRO is organised






	


FIFPRO Members

Unions from all over the world






	


Contact

How to get in touch with FIFPRO


















Supporting Players



	


Competitions, Innovation and Growth

How the game has evolved and what it means for players






	


Conditions of Employment

The importance of fair conditions






	


Development Beyond Football

Preparing for life outside of football 






	


Health and Performance

Ensuring a healthy and safe working environment






	


Obtaining Justice

The legal aspects of FIFPRO's work






	


Player Influence

Footballers using their position for good






	


Safe Workplace

Everybody deserves a safe workplace


















Player IQ



	


Foresight

 Thought-provoking analysis on issues shaping the industry






	


Player Workload Monitoring

Tracking the workload of elite players






	


Player IQ Tech

Managing Technology and Innovation






	


Research Reports














Spotlight

	


Jennifer Hermoso: "I felt protected knowing thousands of players were with me"







Spain striker Jennifer Hermoso speaks exclusively to FIFPRO about her life-changing 2023 and discusses the power of collective action. 





	


Ruben Dias: "Football is my biggest passion – I'm doing the thing I love the most"







Ruben Dias was voted into the FIFA FIFPRO World 11 by fellow professional footballers from around the globe. FIFPRO spoke to him about the achievement, his family, City stars and his friendship with Bernardo Silva.





	


Alex Greenwood: "I’m excited for where the game will be when I finish playing"







The England defender talks being voted into the 2023 team of the year by her peers, the growth of the women’s game and where it still needs to go



























Latest news


























ROGE25: Constructive dialogue enables unions to adapt toolkit to better support women’s players





















PFA Ireland praises player who reported spot-fixing approach





















IntegriSport 3.0: Latest workshop in Bulgaria underlines need for cross-stakeholder collaboration in fight against match-fixing 





















Football and Ramadan: Three core considerations for players





















How the PFA is supporting footballers observing Ramadan in England





















International Women’s Day: World 11 on #InspireInclusion 
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World 11: By the players, for the players
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News



Eight reasons to join a union

Joining a player union unlocks many benefits for professional footballers. Through the power of the collective via FIFPRO’s 66 member unions, men’s and women’s players around the world are able to stand together with one common voice – supporting each other to push for positive change in their industry.
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Latest player stories


























Faraday: "I use my art to talk about mental health"





















Saidou Khan: "Communication is key when players are observing Ramadan"





















Leon Balogun: "Workplace has become more violent for footballers"





















Why footballers should join a union when playing abroad: A player’s story





















Aitana Bonmati: "We don't have the equality we deserve"





















Jennifer Hermoso: "I felt protected knowing thousands of players were with me"
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2023 Workplace Safety Report: The impact of violence towards footballers in their workplace

The report features the insights of more than two-thirds of the global FIFPRO membership and builds on previous publications focusing on other safety concerns in the workplace as well as research in domestic playing markets by player unions.



More information



Download report



























#ShineALight: Issues that matter to players
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News



New FIFPRO Asia/Oceania report encourages collaboration between the AFC, clubs and players to unlock value in Asian Champions League

A new report from FIFPRO Asia/Oceania analysing the Asian Football Confederation’s (AFC) flagship club competition, the AFC Champions League (ACL), has delivered extensive insights into the experiences for players and clubs participating in the competition.
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2023 FIFA Women’s World Cup Workload Journey Report 

The report underlines how the domestic and international calendars in the women’s game remain uneven and fragmented, leaving many players in the countries where football is less developed forced to move abroad to improve, or face the prospect of not having enough matches to reach their potential.



Press release



Download report

































Player story



Rikke Sevecke: "We can’t take chances with players’ health – there needs to be a change"

Rikke Sevecke, 27, announced her retirement from football in January 2024 due to a heart condition detected in October 2023. The former Brondby, Everton and Portland Thorns defender, who earned over 50 senior appearances for Denmark, highlights the need for better protections among women's footballers when it comes to monitoring heart health.
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Community Champions: Players making a difference
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Player story



Why footballers should join a union when playing abroad: A player’s story

‘Gilbert’ was ready for a new step in his professional career and in the summer of 2018 accepted a move to an African club in one of the continent’s top leagues. He ended up in a legal battle that lasted for more than four years before he, with the support of FIFPRO and his domestic player union, finally won his case.
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Be inspired by these pioneering activists
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Latest statements


























FIFPRO Statement: Trabzonspor-Fenerbahce





















FIFPRO Statement: Raphael Ayagwa





















FIFPRO Statement: Kalteng Putra 





















FIFPRO Europe Statement: European Court of Justice decisions underline importance of players rights





















FIFPRO Statement: Scheduling of 2025 FIFA Club World Cup 





















FIFPRO Statement: St Kitts and Nevis
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Supporting professional football players around the world




Follow us on...
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